In accordance with 30 CFR 254.42(g), the Minerals Management Service (MMS) conducted an unannounced oil spill drill with BP America, Inc. (MMS No. 21591). The purpose of this drill was to test your spill response preparedness and to assess the effectiveness of your Oil Spill Response Plan (O-553). Reference information includes the following:

- **MMS Drill Administrator:** Mr. Alphon Forns
- **MMS Drill Team Member:** Mr. Craig Polier
- **USCG Representative:** LGD Guillermo Holmes
- **BP Reporting:** Neil James, Environmental Response

The purpose of the letter is to provide you with an evaluation of the drill. This drill was conducted in accordance with the National Plan for the Response to a Spill of Hazardous Substances, the National Oil Spill Contingency Plan, and the Program Contingency Plan for the State of Louisiana. The analysis is as follows:

- MMS Drill...